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Motivation
 Explainable machine learning (ML)
 ML robustness and repeatability
 Learn more with less (single-shot, few-shot)
 ML concept understanding








 Existing data sets: OMNIGLOT, CUB, CURI, Animals with attributes, ... 
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Disentangled concept data set – BricksND
 Data set in different spaces (1D, 
2D, 3D)
 Variable properties: 
shape, colour (hue, saturation, 
value), position, scale, number
 Concept representation
 Hierarchical concept 
complexity (simple to complex) 
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Complexity representation
 Simple concept  Complex concept 
Disentangled Concept
Shape shape_01 Long wide thick (LWT)
Colour H=168, S=130, V=70 Navy blue (NB)
Scale 1.5 Large (L)
Position X=0, Y=0 Center (C)
Concept
Object ID 1 2 3
Shape LWT LWT NWT
Colours NB Y R
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